To play this game:

1. students form groups of four

2. one student commences an improvisation independently in front of their group

3. the teacher calls ‘space jump’ after a minute or two when the situation is established

4. the actor freezes

5. a second person uses the frozen position of the first person to create new characters in a new situation. The teacher calls ‘space jump’ after a couple of minutes and they freeze

6. the third actor joins in and turns the situation into something new. After a while, the teacher calls out again and they all freeze

7. a fourth actor joins in and they begin a new improvisation. Soon the teacher calls and they freeze in whatever position they are in

8. the fourth person leaves the stage and the three remaining return to the scene they played previously

9. the teacher calls ‘space jump’ and the third person leaves and the remaining two return to their previous scene

10. after a while the teacher calls out again and the second person departs after they have frozen

11. the remaining person uses their frozen position to return to the first situation and brings the scene to an ending.